Some invariance properties ( [2] showed that this independence property is equivalent to the above property i). Moreover, a discussion of the interest of Ocone martingales in relation with Levy's transformation (in other terms, property iii)) is made in [1] .
Concerning property ii), we shall now show the ; hence, time-changing both sides of (2) with the inverse of (M>t,t ~ 0), we obtain : 
On the other hand, we associate to F the martingale : Ft = = using the f irst part of the theorem.
We now apply Ito's f ormula :
but, since G is continuous, and (Ft) and (Gt) are orthogonal, we have : On the other hand, 0 n ~ = n n ~' _ ~.
We now wish to complete the above Proposition by describing all martingales with respect to the natural filtration of (Mt). 2) The space generated integrable {Mt} martingales is the direct sum generated stable space generated by {Nt} martingales and of the stable space generated [5] .
